
Liberals, Treason & True Americans 
“It’s my own fathwa [against the liberal left].” – Ann Coulter 

 
Partisanship, not principle, is Ann Coulter’s creed. Following 9/11, Coulter twisted a eulogy for a friend 
into a rant against the Clintons, accused liberals and Democrats of decades of treason and of being un-
American, treated alleged traitor John Walker as a poster child for liberalism, and blamed Bill Clinton and 
the Left for the 9/11 terrorist attack. 
 
Ann Coulter, interviewed by Geoff Metcalf, WorldNetDaily, November 4, 2001. 
 
Q: In a recent column of your, “Mothers against box cutters,” you bring a couple of things out. You have 
been conducting your jihad, of sorts, against the liberal left.  
 
A: Yes. It’s a fathwa.  
 
Q: Is that what it is?  
 
A: Yes. It’s my own fathwa, yes.  
 
Liberal = Traitor 
 
“Liberals are up to their old tricks again. Twenty years of treason hasn’t slowed them down.”1 Indeed, “in 
my next book, [I’m] going through 50 years of treason by Democrats.”2 
 
Coulter even blamed “indulgent liberal boomer parents”3 for John Walker’s alleged treason and declared 
that “Bill Clinton is responsible for September 11th”4 with “massive liberal complicity in the September 11th 
attack.”5 
 
Liberal = Un-American 
 
Coulter demands patriotism from the Left – (“I think everyone should be patriotic Americans right now, 
which Democrats are not being.”)6 – and then explains how liberals are being unpatriotic:  
 

“Democrats [make] these obstructionist objections to reasonable domestic security measures. 
They refuse to pass a tax cut in order to pull us out of this recession. And they won’t let us drill in 
Alaska to preserve some mud flat. I would like the Democrats to be Americans.” 

In other words, only people who adopt the entire GOP agenda, without reservation, are patriotic 
Americans. (Republicans good; Democrats evil.) 
 
Liberal = Hysterical Wimp 
 
For Coulter, “liberals have boldly returned to their typical hysteria and defeatism. … [and] responded 
with their typical overwrought hysteria.”7  
 
“The [position of the Left] borders on psychopathological disturbance. Usually the nonsense liberals 
spout is kind of cute, but in wartime their instinctive idiocy is life-threatening.”8 
 



In Coulter’s eyes, this “Cowering defeatist hysteria is nothing new for the Left” and actually serves a 
purpose: “The hysteria over anthrax is nothing more than a plot for bigger government.”9 (Another 
conspiracy theory!) Thus, for Coulter, all liberals are hysterical and angry (yet somehow wily enough to 
convert their hysteria into conspiratorial confluence). 
 
Also, anyone who resists Coulter’s prescription for peace (“Kill, kill, kill!”) must be sympathetic to, or 
allied with, the enemy. 
 
Hence, Coulter lamented her recent reception at Columbia University: “The Columbia Muslim jihad … 
The jihadists were very angry … Their main beef with me seems to be that I’m a racist warmonger.”10 
 
Really? 
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